Emergence of adaptability to time delay in bipedal locomotion.
Based on neurophysiological evidence, theoretical studies have shown that locomotion is generated by mutual entrainment between the oscillatory activities of central pattern generators (CPGs) and body motion. However, it has also been shown that the time delay in the sensorimotor loop can destabilize mutual entrainment and result in the failure to walk. In this study, a new mechanism called flexible-phase locking is proposed to overcome the time delay. It is realized by employing the Bonhoeffer-Van der Pol formalism - well known as a physiologically faithful neuronal model - for neurons in the CPG. The formalism states that neurons modulate their phase according to the delay so that mutual entrainment is stabilized. Flexible-phase locking derives from the phase dynamics related to an asymptotically stable limit cycle of the neuron. The effectiveness of the mechanism is verified by computer simulations of a bipedal locomotion model.